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Abstract
Given a set of strings, the problem of nding a string that minimises its distance to the set
is directly related with problems frequently encountered in areas involving Pattern recognition
or computational biology. Based on the Levenshtein (or edit) distance, dierent denitions of
distances between a string and a set of strings can be adopted. In particular, if this denition is
the sum of the distances to each string of the set, the string that minimises this distance is the
(generalised) median string. Finding this string corresponds in speech recognition to giving a
model for a set of acoustic sequences, and in computational biology to constructing an optimal
evolutionary tree when the given phylogeny is a star. Only ecient algorithms are known for
nding approximate solutions. The results in this paper are combinatorial and negative. We prove
that computing the median string corresponds to a NP-complete decision problems, thus proving
that this problem is NP-hard. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
Keywords: NP-complete problems; String-to-string correction; Levenshtein distance;
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1. Introduction
A well-known distance between strings (or sequences) is the Levenshtein distance
(or edit distance) which corresponds to the smallest number of deletions, insertions
and substitutions needed to transform one string (or sequence) into another. This very
natural distance can be adapted to the case where some operations are more likely than
others, and is thus given by a score scheme which is a matrix indexed by the symbols
in the alphabet, to which is added a special symbol indicating \no symbol". We will
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work throughout this paper with the easiest score scheme: every operation has cost 1:
this does not allow for generality (some schemes can be \easier"), but does entail that
our results are independent of the score scheme in the sense that we will not allow
the score scheme to be modied unnaturally to obtain negative results. This distance
has been thoroughly studied (see [2] for instance) and is used in many cases because,
in contrast with other natural distances between strings it is polynomially computable:
Wagner and Fisher [15] give a dynamic programming algorithm that computes this
distance in O(juj  jvj) time, where u and v are the two strings involved. A survey of
the dierent algorithms computing the Levenshtein distance can be found in [11, 13, 14].
The topological question we study in this paper is the existence and the computation
of a (generalised) median, or some sort of a centre string for a given set of strings.
This one can be a string that minimises the sum of the distances to each string of the
set, which we will call the median string, but other topological measures are possible,
by adding weights to the strings or looking for a string that minimises the maximum
of the distances instead of the sum. One of these approximations corresponds to the
search of a set median, that is when the search is constrained to the given input set.
This constrained problem can be solved in polynomial time, and has been addressed
in operational research for networks [8].
In pattern recognition, a number of techniques have been developed which are based
on searching a string or a small set of strings that adequately model a (large) set
of garblled strings or patterns. Examples of such techniques are the cluster methods
for syntactic patterns (for the set median) [5] and (generalised) median strings [9]. In
speech recognition, heuristics are currently used to obtain approximations to the median
string as a model of some lexical or sub-lexical unit from a set of acoustic sequences
corresponding to utterances of such units [1, 9].
In biology, the comparison of molecules, and more recently of genetic sequences
has issued an important literature concerned with the problem of multiple alignment
[4, 10, 12]. In a broad sense, multiple alignment can be dened as to nd a set of pat-
terns that, with some distance restrictions, appear in the same order in all the sequences
of a given set. One variant of the problem is known as \multiple tree alignment with
a given phylogeny" and can be dened as follows:
Given a set X of n sequences over some alphabet  and an unlabelled tree (the phy-
logeny) with n leaves, an evolutionary tree is a labelled tree built on the phylogeny,
where the labels of the leaves are exactly the sequences in set X , and the labels of the
other nodes are sequences over the alphabet . The cost of an evolutionary tree is the
sum of all the edit distances between the labels of pairs of nodes joined by a vertex.
An optimal evolutionary tree is one that minimises the cost. One classical phylogeny
is the star: a tree with n+1 nodes, n of them being leaves. Clearly, nding an optimal
evolutionary tree when the given phylogeny is a star is exactly the same problem as
nding the median string. In [16] it is proved that nding an optimal evolutionary
tree is NP-hard, when the given phylogeny is a binary tree or a star, but the score
scheme the authors use is problem dependent and does not even satisfy triangular in-
equality. Other results are proven in [17]: if the phylogeny has bounded degree then
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although the problem is NP-hard, it does admit a polynomial time approximation
scheme (PTAS).
A third related problem deals with indexing a set of sequences in a database. Fast
retrieval programs are required and to do this it is proposed to index the database by
special reference sequences [6]. Retrieval then consists in comparing the new query
sequence with the sequences in the index, computing the distance, and only searching
the database when the distance is smaller than some bound. Ideally, the index sequence
should be the centre string, i.e. the string that minimises the maximum of distances
from each string to the index string.
In this paper we investigate, under a combinatorial point of view, the problem of
nding the median of a set of strings, and prove that the associated decision problem
is NP-complete, thus making the search problem intractable. A similar result is given
for centre strings.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in the next section basic denitions
are reviewed. In Section 3 we rst deal with a purely technical result, then give the
appropriate reductions for the median and centre string problems.
2. Preliminaries
Let [n] denote the set fi2N j 16 i6ng. Thus [0] denotes the empty set. An alphabet
is a non-empty set of symbols. Although an alphabet of size one can present interesting
problems in some cases, this is not so for elaborate distances over sequences. So, in
the sequel, we will always suppose that the alphabet (usually denoted ) contains at
least two symbols. For a given alphabet , the set of all nite-length strings of symbols
from  is denoted . The empty string is denoted . For a string w, jwj denotes the
length of w. Given two strings u and v over , u is a subsequence of v if and only if
u can be obtained from v through the deletion of certain occurrences of symbols.
Given two strings w and w0 in , w rewrites into w0 in one step if one of the
following correction rules holds:
 w= uxv; w0= uv and u; v2; x2 (single-symbol deletion).
 w= uv; w0= uxv and u; v2; x2 (single-symbol insertion).
 w= uxv; w0= uyv and u; v2; x; y2; x 6=y (single-symbol substitution).
We will consider the reexive and transitive closure of this derivation, and denote
w k−!w0 if and only if w rewrites into w0 by k operations of single-symbol deletion,
single-symbol insertion and single-symbol substitution.
Denitions
 Given 2 strings w and w0; the Levenshtein distance between w and w0 denoted
d(w; w0) is the smallest k such that w k−!w0.
 The global distance between a string w and a nite set of strings W over an alpha-
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 Given a nite set of strings W over an alphabet , a string m over  is a median
of W if and only if given any string w over , D(m;W )6D(w;W ).
Example. d(abaa; aab)= 2: abaa rewrites into aab via (for instance) a deletion of the
b and a substitution of the last a by a b.
Let W = faab; bb; ababg and w= ab. Then D(w;W )= 4, since d(w; aab)= 1, d(w; bb)
= 1 and d(w; abab)= 2. The string abb is a median of W . Notice that the median is
not unique, aab and abab are alternative medians.
If the string minimising the global distance is constrained to belong to W , it is
known as a set median. As the computation of the distance between any two strings
of the set W can take place in polynomial time, nding the set median is a relatively
easy problem. This is also studied in operational research [8]. Kohonen [9] proposes
the following heuristic to approximate the median string: compute the set median, and
by local corrections (computing each time D(w;W )) try to improve it. In [3] another
approximation is proposed based on a greedy strategy to build incrementally a solu-
tion. Other heuristics have been proposed but it remains unclear whether the problem
admits a PTAS in [16] Wang and Jiang prove that the answer is negative when the
score scheme is a parameter of the problem. In their proof they use a score scheme
that does not satisfy triangular inequality.
We end this section with an easy lemma that will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 1. Given two strings u and v; if juj>jvj then d(u; v)>juj − jvj.
3. Intractability results
3.1. Related NP-complete problems
The purpose of this subsection is purely technical: to establish that the problem we
will note LCS0 is NP-complete. This problem can be seen as just a subcase of the
more general and well-known \Longest Common Subsequence" problem, but shall be
used in the sequel as generic problem for the reductions of Median String.
Longest Common Subsequence
Instance: n strings w1; : : : ; wn over an alphabet , a positive constant k6n.
Question: Does there exist a string w with jwj>k which is a subsequence of each wi?
This problem is known to be NP-complete if the alphabet  contains at least two
symbols, however, it is solvable in polynomial time for any xed k or for xed n [7].
We can reduce longest common subsequence to the following problem:
LCS0
Instance: A positive constant k, n strings w1; : : : ; wn over an alphabet , all of
length 2k.
Question: Does there exist a string w with jwj>k which is a subsequence of each
wi?
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Proposition 1. LCS0 is NP-complete.
Proof. We will write \w is a subsequence of W " for \w is a subsequence of each wi in
W 0" Let hk;W = fw1; : : : ; wngwi 2i be an instance of Longest Common Subsequence.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose n>1.
Let l=Maxfjwij: 16i6ng. There are two cases to consider:
 l<2k. Then consider the set of n new strings W 0= fw01; : : : ; w0ng over the alphabet
 [ f; g where  and  are 2 dierent symbols that do not belong to ; all the w0i
are of length 2k and obtained as follows:
w0i =wi
2k−jwij if i is even;
w0i =wi
2k−jwij if i is odd:
Suppose now that LCSO holds for W 0. Thus, there exists a string w, of size at
least k, that is a subsequence of each w0i .
Obviously, w contains no occurrence of  or  (since n>1) and so w is also a
subsequence of W . Also jwj>k.
Conversely, if W admits a subsequence of length at least k, then it is a subsequence
of W 0.
 l>2k. Then consider the set W 0= fw01; : : : ; w0ng of n new strings over [fg (with
 =2), all of length 2(l− k) obtained as follows:
w0i = wi
2(l−k)−jwij:
Suppose again that LCS0 holds for W 0. Let w by any solution of LCS0; by denition
we have jwj>l− k. But w has at most l− 2k occurrences of symbol  since there
exists a w0i containing only l− 2k occurrences of  symbols. Thus, there exists a
string (with no occurrence of ) of length at least l− k − (l − 2k)= k which is a
subsequence of W 0 and as it contains no , also a subsequence of length at least k
of W .
Conversely, if W admits a subsequence w of length at least k, wl−2k is a sub-
sequence of W 0 of length at least l− k. As the hypothesis is l>2k; jw2l−k j>k.
Finally, LCS0 is a special case of Longest Common Subsequence, so it belongs to
NP.
3.2. Computing the median string is NP-hard
The problem of computing the median string is at least as dicult as the associated
decision problem:
Median String
Instance: A set W of n strings w1; : : : ; wn over an alphabet , a constant K .
Question: Does there exist in  a string w for which D(w;W )6K?
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Indeed, if one can nd a string w that minimises the distance with respect to a given
set of strings, then comparing this distance with K , one gets the answer to the decision
problem.
Theorem 1. Median String is NP-complete.
Proof. We rst give the construction of the reduction i.e. the encoding of instances of
LCS0 into instances of Median String.
Construction. Let W = fw1; : : : ; wng be an instance of LCS0. All these strings are of
length 2k. We construct the following instance of Median String:
(W )= fw1; : : : ; wn; 1; : : : ; n−1g where the i are n− 1 dierent symbols that do
not belong to . We take as distance parameter k =(2n− 1)k.
The reduction holds if the following is correct:
Fact 1. Given a set W of n strings w1; : : : ; wn; all of length 2k; with k>0; there exists
a string w in  for (W ) such that D(w; (W ))6K if and only if there exists a
subsequence of length at least k of w1; : : : ; wn.
Proof (Fact 1). (() To prove this we need the following straightforward lemma:
Lemma 2. Given two strings u and v; if u and v have no symbol in common; then
d(u; v)=max(juj; jvj).
(continuing with the proof of Fact 1)
Now, let w be a subsequence of length at least k of w1; : : : ; wn. Then consider
j= jwj − k. Since w is a subsequence of each wi; d(w; wi)= jwij − jwj=2k − (j +
k)= k− j. Now 8i2 [n−1]; d(w; i)= jwj= k + j (by Lemma 2). Thus, D(w; (W ))=
n(k − j) + (n− 1)(k + j)= (2n− 1)k − j6K . This proves Fact 1.
()) We again need some more technical results:
Lemma 3. Given a set W of n strings w1; : : : ; wn; all of length 2k; with k>0 and
n>1; and a string w; if D(w; (w))6K; then there exists a string w0 containing no
occurrence of any i; such that D(w0; (W ))6K .
Proof (Lemma 3). If w contains no occurrence of any  symbol, we are done. If not,
consider w0 obtained by erasing all  symbols from w.
Thus, for each wi in W we have d(wi; w0)6d(wi; w); for each j we have d(j;
w0)= jw0j and if j appears in w, d(j; w)= jwj − 1, if not d(j; w)= jwj, therefore
d(j; w)>jwj − 1.
Thus, adding up:
D(w0; (W ))6 (w; (W ))− (n− 1)(jwj − 1) + (n− 1)jw0j
= D(w; (W ))− (n− 1)(jwj − jw0j − 1):
As n>1 and jwj − jw0j>1; D(w0; (W ))6D(w; (W ))6K .
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This lemma will be used in the sequel as follows: if a string w meets the bound
(D(w; (W ))6K); w0 obtained by erasing the  symbols from w also meets the bound.
We will denote this transformation by erase .
Lemma 4. Given a set W of n strings w1; : : : ; wn; all of length 2k; with k>0 and
n>1; and a string w; if D(w; (W ))6K); then jerase (W )j>k.
Proof (Lemma 4). By Lemma 3 we can transform w into w0= erase (w) that contains
no  symbols. Suppose jw0j<k. Thus jw0j = k−c (c being a non-null positive constant,
and obviously k>c).
There are two cases to consider:
If k>c 8i2 [n] d(w0; wi)>k + c (by Lemma 1);
8i2 [n− 1]; d(w0; i)= k − c (by Lemma 2):
Thus, D(w0; (W ))>n(k+c)+(n−1)(k−c)= (2n−1)k+c=K+c; as D(w0; (W ))6
K , c is necessarily 0 and jwj= k.
If k = c; D(w0; (W ))> 2nk+(n− 1)=K + n+ k− 1; as D(w0; (W ))6K; n+ k61;
and n or k equal to 0.
Lemma 5. Given a set W of n strings w1; : : : ; wn; all of length 2k; with k>0; a string w
such that D(w; (W ))6K; then to rewrite all the elements of W into w0= erase (w)
and respect the bound D(w0; (W ))6K at most a total of c single-symbol insertions
and single-symbol substitutions is needed; where jerase (w)j= k + c (c being a non-
null positive constant).
Proof (Lemma 5). From Lemma 3, we can transform w into w0= erase (w) which









To rewrite each i into w0; k + c operations (all insertions and substitutions) are
needed, by Lemma 2. Hence, a total of (n− 1)(k + c) operations.
For each wi (being of length 2k) to rewrite into w0 at least k − c deletions are
required. Hence, a total of n(k − c) operations.
Thus, as there is a maximum total of K =(2n − 1)k operations, are left at most:
(2n− 1)k − (n− 1)(k + c)− n(k − c)= c operations for the insertions and substitutions
needed to rewrite all the wi into w0; when respecting the bound D(w0; (W ))6K .
We can now conclude the proof of Fact 1: by Lemma 3 transform w into w0=
erase (w). If D(w0; (W ))6K , then, by Lemma 4 we have jw0j= k + c, so (by
Lemma 5) w0 contains at most c occurrences of symbols obtained from some wi
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in W by single-symbol insertions and single-symbol substitutions. If these symbols are
erased from w0 yielding w00 we have:
(1) jw00j>k,
(2) 8i2 [n]w00 is obtained from each wi through deletions only.
Hence, w00 is a solution of LCS0 for W .
It follows that Median String is NP-hard. It is also obviously in NP as given a
string w, one can check in polynomial time that D(w;W )6K .
3.3. Computing the centre string is NP-hard
We now consider the problem of the centre string. In topology this corresponds to
nding the centre of the smallest ball (i.e. the one with the smallest radius) containing
all the elements of a given set. In the case of DNA and protein sequence data a current
problem is that of the organisation of large databases [6], where the centre string is
ideal for indexing. Formally:
Denition. The maximal distance between a string w and a nite set of strings W




Given a nite set of strings W over an alphabet , a string s over  is a centre of W
if and only if given any string w over , (s;W )6(w;W ).
Example. Let W = faab; bb; ababg and w= ab. Then (w;W )= 2.
The string bab is a centre of W . The centre is not unique, abb is an alternative
centre.
We can now dene the associated decision problem:
Centre String
Instance: A set W of n strings w1; : : : ; wn over an alphabet , a constant k.
Question: Does there exist in , a string s for which (s;W )6k?
Theorem 2. Centre String is NP-complete.
Proof. Given a string s one can compute in polynomial time all the distances d(s; w)
(for all w in W ). Hence, one can check whether each of these distances is at most k.
Thus, Centre String is in NP.
We now reduce LCS0 to Centre String as follows: given a set W of n strings all
of size 2k, add  to W giving W 0.
Suppose the answer to LCS0 on instance W is yes, then there exists some sub-
sequence s of size at least k of all strings in W , and by deleting jsj − k letters from s
we have a string s0 of size exactly k also subsequence of all strings in W .
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We now have (s0; W 0)= k, and d(; s0)= k, so (s0; W 0)= k and the answer to
Centre String is positive.
Conversely, if s is a centre string for W 0, with d(s; w)6k for each w of length 2k
and with d(s; )6k, then by Lemma 1 jsj= k. But in that case each w0 must be
obtained from s through single-symbol insertions and s is necessarily a subsequence of
all strings in W .
4. Conclusions
We have, nevertheless, proved in this paper that for dierent classical topological
denitions of median and centre, nding such a string for a given set of strings leads to
solving some NP-complete problem. Questions remain open: Wang and Jiang’s result
[16] that the problem does not admit a PTAS is clearly stronger, but requires an
unnatural score scheme that does not satisfy triangular inequality. On the other hand,
in the proof of our Theorem 1 the alphabet is required not to be constant. Thus, both
results depend on some auxiliary parameter (the distance or the size of the alphabet).
It would certainly be of interest to prove the result of NP-completeness for Median
String, with the standard edit distance and a constant alphabet (ideally of size 2).
Finally, a general question arises: does there exist a non-trivial distance on the set of
strings such that both computing the distance between two strings and computing the
median of a set of strings can be done in polynomial time (and space)?
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